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[image: alt]We are pleased to release version  1.1.0 of our CFCouchbase SDK for using Couchbase NoSQL clusters in CFML applications.  1.1.0 is a minor release with bug fixes and enhancements.  You can view the release milestone here.  Read more about CFCouchbase and download the latest version here:

http://www.ortussolutions.com/products/cfcouchbase

Release Notes - CFCouchbase SDK - Version 1.1.0

Bug

	[COUCHBASESDK-20] - pathing issues on samples with cf10 compatibilities
	[COUCHBASESDK-21] - inflateTo isObject() is true on acf so it breaks closures support
	[COUCHBASESDK-22] - onApplicationStop should be onApplicationEnd
	[COUCHBASESDK-24] - Map key and value not returned on reduced views
	[COUCHBASESDK-28] - utf8 build compatibilities


Improvement

	[COUCHBASESDK-25] - Include sample apps in download.
	[COUCHBASESDK-29] - standardize builds with box-repo, docs and apidocs


New Feature

	[COUCHBASESDK-16] - Standardize config file to use configure() method
	[COUCHBASESDK-30] - Update APIDocs to new DocBox standard


Task

	[COUCHBASESDK-13] - Automated builds
	[COUCHBASESDK-14] - Build a sample application
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Ortus March Newsletter






Welcome to Ortus Solutions’ monthly roundup, where we're thrilled to showcase cutting-edge advancements, product updates, and exciting events! Join us as we delve into the latest innovations shaping the future of technology.
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Into the Box 2024 Last Early Bird Days!






Time is ticking, with less than 60 days remaining until the excitement of Into the Box 2024 unfolds! Don't let this golden opportunity slip away; our exclusive Early Bird Pricing is here for a limited time only, available until March 31st. Why wait? Secure your seat now and take advantage of this steal!
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Ortus February Newsletter 2024






Welcome to Ortus Solutions’ monthly roundup, where we're thrilled to showcase cutting-edge advancements, product updates, and exciting events! Join us as we delve into the latest innovations shaping the future of technology.
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